ModFit LT™ 5.0
ModFit™ is designed to be efficient and
accurate, while offering unparalleled
power for your data analysis. With
publication-quality graphics, options for
compliance or research modes, batch
processing, and so much more, ModFit
has a proven track record as a cornerstone analysis program of major labs
world-wide. With robust applications for
ploidy-based cell-cycle analysis, proliferation analysis with cell-tracking dyes, and
perturbed cell-cycle modeling, it is,
simply, the industry standard. Intuitive
wizards help guide you through analysis,
while sophisticated databasing calculates
statistics and equations automatically.
Read-on for some new features and highlights!!

New Features!


unrestricted gating ability



log like transforms



multiple select for editing graphics



improved user and model equations allows for
more customized analysis results



report equations now editable



compliance mode with enhanced logging



enhanced text editing



custom equations can now be added to DB and or
report



new stats for Cell-Tracking analysis



graph showing the “residuals” or data not accounted for by the model.
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Wizard for Guided Cell-Tracking Analysis

ModFit LT can have one or more databases
defined at any time. The database is in ASCIIformatted, tab-delimited format making it easy
to drop into Excel or other statistics programs.
Any FCS keyword or analysis result can be
mapped to a database field, including user
defined equations.

ModFit’s Sync Wizard is a powerful tool to help you
with blocking and drug discovery experiments. Designed to analyze samples with perturbed S-phase
or G2/M populations, you can choose the shape
and number of S-phase compartments, or go with
default values. Save your analysis as a template
and batch analyze any number of samples.

ModFit Features a Customizable Report Page
From letterhead graphics to text, ModFit LT imports from the clipboard everything you need to
create your own reusable report templates. Save
your custom reports with all of the formatting,
analysis information, gating histograms and other
elements you need. Batch processing allows
you to automatically save a unique report for
each sample file starting with your custom report
template. You can even make the report readonly for added security. Quick, easy, efficient,
accurate.
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